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CHANGE MANAGEMENT – THE NEXT LEVEL

Everything in life revolves around change and development. Seasons, days, minutes, right down to the micro

details of life. It can’t be ignored. It must be embraced. So, when it comes to change within companies, the very

nature of transformation is no different.

How can companies embrace positive modes of change and what innovations and techniques are used.

Firstly, let’s look at how the Human Performance Replicator tackles change management with methods that benefit

you the individual and the organisation.

CHANGES ARE COMING

Change is an integral process for growth. There are several companies who “cringe” at the very thought of it, yet, it

cannot be stopped or ignored, it is the ONLY WAY WE GROW AND PROGRESS. The quicker an organisation embraces

it, the less of a challenge it becomes.

When change is not accepted, it ultimately results in devastating consequences financially and for employees.

Failures to implement the correct change strategies will cost the company more than it can afford!

Change management as a process is due for an overhaul and success can be significantly improved by leveraging

Neuroplasticity and realistic expectations that focus on preparing employees and organisations to change at a rapid

rate.

Change management as a baseline tool has had its moment to shine, but now with the new world of Neuroscience,

it’s about to change.
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Neuroscience deals with human behaviour, including all forms of business disciplines involving performance

change such as Human Resources,Operations, Strategy, Innovation, Technology, Business Development, etc.

More than seventeen years ago (Koeer J, 1995) showed that only 30% of change programs were in fact successful.

Another study undertaken (Turner D & Crawford M, 1998) concluded that 88% of executives believed that the

changes were right and that the company can achieve the changes but only 33% achieved partial or complete

success.

Recently, research suggests that the success rate has shown modest improvement, yet the proportion is still

relatively low, peaking only at around 34% (Standish Group, 2011).

Mckinsey research (Jacquemont, D, Maor, D and Reich, A, 2015) confirmed that senior executives still believe that

only 26% of major organisational transformations fully achieve the outcomes they set out to achieve.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HUMAN PERFORMANCE REPLICATOR

When it comes to all aspects of change and processes involved, let’s first unpack what we at the Human

Performance Replicator do, by looking at an example which shows you what the basis of Modelling is shaped from

when it comes to changing behaviours of employers and employees.

There's something called the law of diffusion of innovations. To understand this, let’s imagine the classic Bell Curve.

All populations, regardless, always sit across the standard deviation.
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There are high performers, low performers and the average. What the law of diffusion tells us, is that the first 2.5%

of our population are innovators, big idea people, like Steve Jobs, or Elon Musk. Then you have the 12 to 13%

percent of the population who are the early adopters.

The bulk of the curve consists of the majority, but they're cynical. They're practical, as in, what's in it for me? So,

what the law of diffusion tells us is that you cannot achieve mass-market success or entrance for a new idea until

you achieve 15 to 18% market penetration. It is the Tipping Point. The top early adopters, they get it, but for only

this small percentage of your company to be open to new thinking and modes of doing things is just not enough.

What Geoffrey Moore called Crossing The Chasm is what he calls The Magical Gap and the way you get to it is, you

don't talk to the majority.

You aim only at the early adopters because the majority does not want to try something new until someone else

has tried it first. 

At the Human Performance Replicator, we take the top percentage and model their success onto average

performers. Through our proprietary training and coaching, we then model these average performers into top

performers.

What’s key to our modelling, training and coaching is that we look at a myriad of aspects that usually are thought

to be unmeasurable.

Take patience, reliability, trust and other aspects of character; how do you measure these personal and individual

attributes?

Firstly, attributes are more inherent to our nature.
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All of us have the attributes we need for every situation life presents us with - depending on what level of

adaptability we have.

These levels inform our behaviour as they show us how we're going to adjust to a situation.

Adaptability is generally qualitative, but it's also dependent on environmental factors. For example, take

uncertainty, challenge and stress, these are aspects where you can't apply a known skill, as skills direct behaviour

for a known situation. So, when you get into an unknown situation, skills don't apply, as we lean on our attributes.

Let’s take a minded person like a well-known soccer star. This person likes to train and prepare so that there's

no such thing as the “unknown” because  minded people fear the unknown. They fear uncertainty and so they

practice relentlessly to be prepared for any eventuality as the thinking has already been done. 

The problem with this type of thinking/behaviour is that it only works for expected things. With finite thinking, the

thinking happened in the past so it’s like muscle memory.

finite 

finite

With the minded person, they embrace uncertainty as that’s where the real thinking begins. Skills are good

for finite mindedness but building these attributes is really what it takes to build an infinite mindset and in

business, a top-performing trusted team. When it comes to top-performing teams, they aren't just good when

things are going great. They are great when things go wrong.

infinite 

At the Human Performance Replicator, we focus in our modelling many aspects including attributes, like

adaptability, patience, situation awareness, as these are the things we lean on in times of uncertainty. This is what

starts building the trust because trust, after all, is part of behaviour.
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Trust is not just a feeling, it’s a belief. Belief is a human emotion, and you can't make anybody trust you. But what’s

important to understand is that you must change the behaviour so that a decision to trust is then formed.

WHY CHANGE HAS A BAD “REPUTATION”

Organisations are entities that need to take on the fundamentals of change for growth and development to take

place.

Change within a company needs to occur to get up to speed to outside changes in technology, economic downturns

or new competitors.The irony is that the majority of organisations turn away from these necessary changes and the

reasons are many, including:

• People in a position of power want to control and therefore resist change.

• Organisations may be afraid of change and prefer what is familiar.

• Companies resist change because this may conflict with their corporate

beliefs

• The whole corporate structure, top-down or even from worker to top 

management needs to change and often not every corporate component will 

be “on the same page”.

• A lack of motivation leads to resistance to change. If it isn’t broken, why fix it,
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type of attitude.

Professionals who are advocates of organisational change have expressed that a plateau in traditional change

management and innovation has been reached.

The opinion is that there needs to be another way to accelerate change that’s faster, streamlined, more flexible and

permanent.

UNDERSTANDING THE BIGGER PICTURE

As a species, the past several centuries have shown that our thinking process as a society and individuals has been

developed over thousands of years and learning tasks is an automated process caused by imprinting our neural

pathways.

These automated neural pathways don’t change easily and are resistant to change.

Resistance can be explained as a neural imprint that has been reinforced for generations and no amount of

teaching will change these circuits as the information does not reach the desired circuits as it gets stored in the

wrong place!

Without getting too technical, for change management to transcend itself into a new paradigm shift, we need to

look towards the new science of Neuroplasticity.

NEUROPLASTICITY – BREAKING NEW GROUND
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Neuroplasticity is a term used in medical science and has been discussed on various media platforms as a method

of reorganising the brain so that it meets your needs and not rely on millennia of change resistance factors.

Research over the last 50 years (Rakic, P. 2002) has demonstrated that many aspects of the brain remain open to

change or in a state of “plasticity” right into adulthood (Pascual-Leone A.; et al.,2005). This concept juxtaposes the

preferred scientific consensus that the brain develops during early childhood and then becomes impervious to

changing in adult life (Pascual-Leone A.; et al. 2011).

There is today ample evidence that behaviour, environmental impetuses, thought and emotions add to experience-

dependent neuroplastic change or reorganisation of the brain. This is particularly significant when it comes to

development, learning, intuition and adaption to change. It’s sufficed to say that people within a corporation are

not hardwired and can, therefore, change as commercial applications of Neuroplasticity break the mould about

what is possible when it comes to change and performance improvement.

Here is a range of applications where Neuroscience is particularly useful:

• Changes in business performance

• Innovation becomes a fast and consistent process

• Positive changes in business culture

• Harmonise competing groups

These are only a few examples, there are many more.
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NEUROPLASTICITY AND BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

Businesses have a myriad of complexities and issues, yet the most fundamental one is, “how to get a person(s)

behaviour to be positively reinforced and changed” to create the end goal of success. Neuroscientists with business

problem-solving expertise have found several ways of “reprograming” the actions of people by introducing new

ways of thinking and problem-solving. Changing age-old brain patterns is quite a technical task, yet at the core of it

is changing old behaviour with new behaviour without losing any expertise and knowledge.

By inducing the brains patterns associated with failure or repetitive failure, and having enough perspective to see

how a different approach reaches a different outcome, the brain is coaxed into a new pattern of behaviour and one

that has a lot more positive outcomes.

At the Human Performance Replicator, we build a different simulated replica of the business. We call this an

emulation or isomorphic replica. By doing this, we also speed up the timeframe which allows people in the

business to

experience the cause and effect of their decisions. With a faster timeframe, they are given instant feedback as to

the mistakes, thus allowing the brain to link decisions and consequences and create a new pattern of behaviour.

This process is very important as it allows “real” mistakes to be made without real consequences.

This objectivity allows people to see their failure orientated habits clearly. One can say it causes a certain level of

pain or ill-feeling but this is very important as it helps people to change their mind. The brain literally reprograms

itself to avoid the ‘pain’ of failure and to achieve preferred business goals.
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By directly placing employees in specially constructed simulations of their business and ensuring that they fail

repeatedly to create a new business goal,

At the Human Performance Replicator, we can now help them to develop essential motivation and a clear way to

change.

To comprehend the advantages of Neuroscience in the workplace, here’s a fascinating case study from an

article that appeared in the Harvard Business Review February 2019 from the book “Leading Transformation: How

to take charge of your company’s future” –

cited 
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Buckminster fuller says......you will never
change the world by fighting against
things you don't like..... bring about
change by finding new ways to make the
old way obsolete and the old way will
simply fall away  

Change  from the inside  out We help organizations  improve  their business  using a unique 

inside-out approach . This proprietary  program is based on the work of Suzanne  Ravenall  after 

spending  20 years deploying  the methods  through  an outsourcing  model , using  models that 

incorporate  neuroscience , neuro  linguistic  programme , cognitive behavioural  therapy , 

innovative training practices, we support you in creating shifting employees by replicating the 

top ten percent employee performance into the average 80% with lasting change in a matter of 

weeks . The result ? Increased  employee  engagement , greater creativity  and productivity , and 

improved  business  results  The  status quo  no  longer  works ! We  have  seen  unprecedented 

changes  in the world  that requires  out of a box thinking  and courageous  people  to tackle  the 

challenges that are faced by all livings beings on the planet

www.humanperformancereplicator.com




